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She liked those nuts they sell on the corner 

On my way to see her I grab a bag or two 

They don't travel well so I eat 'em on the bus 

Seemed like the right thing for me to do 

 

I leave my car on the street in Jersey 

Tunnel traffic is hard to predict 

Count the tiles to the mosaic boarder 

Run out of numbers then I just sit 

 

Harbor tugs working hard above me 

Where' they headed, movin' so slow? 

I hear they go up.... as far as Erie  

To offload their dark cargo 

 

I always pray my little car starts 

Sittin' all day in the frozen snow 

And when it does i take the truck lane 

To think about my own dark cargo 

 

Ridin' low and close to the road 

I can feel every bump and crack as i go 

I' m no longer lookin' for road signs or reasons 

All my choices are mine alone 

 

Drivin' through these tanker fields 

I can't see nothin’ they're high and I am so low 

Followin' power lines stretched out above me 

Into the night with this dark cargo 
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At the start of this project I set some writing rules: 

#1.   No special tunings like open E or drop D… just straight [e/a/d/g/b/e]  

#2.   Every song had to be performable as a solo piece… 

#3.   Try to incorporate the melody into the guitar part… 

#4.   It’s okay to use a capo freely but try not to flat pick every song… 

The first ten songs were recorded in Canada.  They are all finger picking or hammer and flail 

styles except “Jigsaw Monet” which is the only flat pick song.  By the time I had written “Dark 

Cargo” I had developed this  pull & hammer move that becomes very pronounced on “Perfect 

Level,” the last song I wrote for the CD.  I actually wrote several songs with this technique but to 

be honest it was becoming too much of the same sound so I only kept two or three of these songs 

on the final mix.  It was Marc’s idea to add horns to “Dark Cargo” which really brought the song 

to a new place: 

Additional production notes from Marc Muller:     

“Dark Cargo: Peter Myers - acoustic, vocal. Me - dobro, horn arrangement (my 1st ever!)  

Steve Jankowski, Jeff Lang and Dan Levine! (Can't go wrong.)”   -MM 

 

 

 

            


